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Industrial Power Engineering Handbook (Newnes Power Engineering Series)Newnes, 2001
Never before has so much ground been covered in a single volume reference source. This five-part work is sure to be of great value to students, technicians and practicing engineers as well as equipment designers and manufacturers, and should become their one-stop shop for all information needs in this subject area.

This book will be of...
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Grails 1.1 Web Application DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2009
Web development is tricky--even a simple web application has a number of context changes ready to trip up the unwary. Grails takes the everyday pain out of web application development, allowing us to focus on delivering real application logic and create seamless experiences that will address the needs of our users. This book will take the pain out...
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Nonlinear Diffusion of Electromagnetic Fields: With Applications to Eddy Currents and Superconductivity (Electromagnetism)Academic Press, 1998
Nonlinear Diffusion of Electromagnetic Fields covers applications of the phenomena of non-linear diffusion of electromagnetic fields, such as magnetic recording, electromagnetic shielding and non-destructive testing, development of CAD software, and the design of magnetic components in electrical machinery. The material presented...
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Android Wireless Application Development (2nd Edition) (Developer's Library)Addison Wesley, 2010

	Android™ Wireless Application Development  Second Edition


	 


	Lauren Darcey


	Shane Conder


	 


	The start-to-finish guide to Android application...
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101 Successful Interviewing StrategiesCengage Learning, 2011

	Now job seekers or any professional pursuing advancement can masterthe skills needed to prepare for and win interviews with Kramer's 101 SUCCESSFUL INTERVIEWING STRATEGIES. Written by an expert career coach and clinical psychologist, this unique book applies the latest research in learning strategies and social intelligence to equip job...
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Case Studies in Reliability and Maintenance (Wiley Series in Probability and Statistics)John Wiley & Sons, 2003

	For both the manufacturer and the purchaser, reliability is one of the most important

	characteristics defining the quality of a product or system. High reliability is

	achieved through design efforts, choice of materials and other inputs, production,

	quality assurance efforts, proper maintenance, and many related decisions and...
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Twitter Bootstrap Web Development How-ToPackt Publishing, 2012

	A hands-on introduction to building websites with Twitter Bootstrap's powerful front-end development framework


	Overview

	
		Conquer responsive website layout with Bootstrap’s flexible grid system
	
		Leverage carefully-built CSS styles for typography, buttons, tables, forms, and...
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Nutrigenomics and Nutrigenetics in Functional Foods and Personalized NutritionCRC Press, 2013

	While functional foods have become a reasonably well-established concept, personalized nutrition is still treated with skepticism by many. The recognition that people would have different nutrient requirements, or perceive foods in different ways, raises several concernsâ€•some real, some not so real. Nutrigenomics and...
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Mastering WiresharkPackt Publishing, 2016

	Key Features

	
		Master Wireshark and train it as your network sniffer
	
		Impress your peers and get yourself pronounced as a network doctor
	
		Understand Wireshark and its numerous features with the aid of this fast-paced book packed with numerous screenshots, and become a pro at resolving network...
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React 16 Tooling: Master essential cutting-edge tools, such as create-react-app, Jest, and FlowPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		React 16 Tooling covers the most important tools, utilities, and libraries that every React developer needs to know - in detail.

	
		Key Features

		
			Each chapter presents meta-development solutions to help React developers
	
			The tools used are presented in a practical,...
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Hands-On Security in DevOps: Ensure continuous security, deployment, and delivery with DevSecOpsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Protect your organization's security at all levels by introducing the latest strategies for securing DevOps

	
		Key Features

		
			Integrate security at each layer of the DevOps pipeline
	
			Discover security practices to protect your cloud services by detecting fraud and...
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The Debugger's HandbookAuerbach Publications, 2006
Focused on the best practices for writing code as well as on the methods to perform more effective debugging, The Debugger's Handbook promotes a natural debugging approach to writing code. The author begins by examining and concretely defining just what a bug is, what circumstances are more prone to producing bugs, and how to avoid them from the...
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